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Primary Results From the Understanding
Outcomes With the S-ICD in Primary
Prevention Patients With Low Ejection
Fraction (UNTOUCHED) Trial
Editorial, see p 18
BACKGROUND: The subcutaneous (S) implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD)
is safe and effective for sudden cardiac death prevention. However, patients in
previous S-ICD studies had fewer comorbidities, had less left ventricular dysfunction,
and received more inappropriate shocks (IAS) than in typical transvenous ICD
trials. The UNTOUCHED trial (Understanding Outcomes With the S-ICD in Primary
Prevention Patients With Low Ejection Fraction) was designed to evaluate the IAS
rate in a more typical, contemporary ICD patient population implanted with the
S-ICD using standardized programming and enhanced discrimination algorithms.
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METHODS: Primary prevention patients with left ventricular ejection fraction ≤35%
and no pacing indications were included. Generation 2 or 3 S-ICD devices were
implanted and programmed with rate-based therapy delivery for rates ≥250 beats per
minute and morphology discrimination for rates ≥200 and <250 beats per minute.
Patients were followed for 18 months. The primary end point was the IAS-free rate
compared with a 91.6% performance goal, derived from the results for the ICD-only
patients in the MADIT-RIT study (Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial–
Reduce Inappropriate Therapy). Kaplan-Meier analyses were performed to evaluate
event-free rates for IAS, all-cause shock, and complications. Multivariable proportional
hazard analysis was performed to determine predictors of end points.
RESULTS: S-ICD implant was attempted in 1116 patients, and 1111 patients
were included in postimplant follow-up analysis. The cohort had a mean age of
55.8±12.4 years, 25.6% were women, 23.4% were Black, 53.5% had ischemic
heart disease, 87.7% had symptomatic heart failure, and the mean left ventricular
ejection fraction was 26.4±5.8%. Eighteen-month freedom from IAS was 95.9%
(lower confidence limit, 94.8%). Predictors of reduced incidence of IAS were
implanting the most recent generation of device, using the 3-incision technique,
no history of atrial fibrillation, and ischemic cause. The 18-month all-cause shockfree rate was 90.6% (lower confidence limit, 89.0%), meeting the prespecified
performance goal of 85.8%. Conversion success rate for appropriate, discrete
episodes was 98.4%. Complication-free rate at 18 months was 92.7%.
CONCLUSIONS: This study demonstrates high efficacy and safety with
contemporary S-ICD devices and programming despite the relatively high incidence
of comorbidities in comparison with earlier S-ICD trials. The inappropriate shock
rate (3.1% at 1 year) is the lowest reported for the S-ICD and lower than many
transvenous ICD studies using contemporary programming to reduce IAS.
REGISTRATION: URL: https://www.clinicaltrials.gov; Unique identifier:
NCT02433379.
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Clinical Perspective
What Is New?
• The subcutaneous implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) is safe and effective in primary prevention patients with a reduced ejection fraction,
as evidenced by low complication and inappropriate shock rates, as well as high efficacy for terminating ventricular tachyarrhythmias.
• With the use of high rate cutoffs as well as current
generation electrogram filtering and discrimination
algorithms, the inappropriate shock rates in the subcutaneous ICD are lower than those reported for
transvenous ICDs with contemporary programming.

What Are the Clinical Implications?
• The subcutaneous ICD can be considered in all
primary prevention patients without pacing indications, regardless of left ventricular function or
underlying heart disease.
• The device programming used in this study, with
discrimination algorithms active from 200 to 250
bpm, should be adopted routinely in patients with
subcutaneous ICD to avoid unnecessary shocks.
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T

he implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) has become an important component of the prevention of
sudden cardiac death. The ICD reduces all-cause mortality for both primary and secondary prevention cohorts.1–5
Despite these results, long-term complications, most commonly infections and lead malfunctions, as well as inappropriate shocks (IAS), have emerged as limitations of these
devices. To help address these problems, standardized programming algorithms to reduce shocks were developed as
well as improved arrhythmia discrimination algorithms.6–10
The subcutaneous (S) ICD was developed as an alternative to transvenous (TV) devices to help reduce lead-related
complications and to improve rhythm discrimination.11,12
Although achieving those goals,13–15 the cohorts studied
with this device were younger with fewer comorbidities
and more preserved left ventricular function. Moreover,
IAS resulting from cardiac oversensing are more frequent
than with TV-ICDs.16 To address these limitations of the
S-ICD, the UNTOUCHED trial (Understanding Outcomes
With the S-ICD in Primary Prevention Patients With Low
Ejection Fraction) was designed as a prospective, multinational study among primary prevention patients with
a reduced ejection fraction using standardized programming and improved sensing algorithms.17

METHODS
Study Design
The data and study protocol for this clinical trial may be made
available to other researchers in accordance with Boston
8
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Scientific’s Data Sharing Policy (http://www.bostonscientific.
com/en-US/data-sharing-requests.html).
The UNTOUCHED trial (Clinical Trial Registration URL:
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02433379;
Unique
identifier: NCT02433379) was a multinational, prospective,
nonrandomized study of primary prevention patients undergoing de novo implant of an S-ICD who had a left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF) ≤35%. The study design, population,
and end points have been described previously.17,18 The study
was approved at each site’s overseeing institutional review
board/ethics committee and it was conducted in accordance
with applicable postmarket guidelines and the Declaration
of Helsinki, and followed applicable sections of International
Standards Organization 14155:2011. Subjects were considered
enrolled in the study at the time the consent form was signed.
The study enrolled subjects across 110 sites located in the
United States, Canada, and Europe. Enrollment began in June
2015 and was completed in February 2018. Follow-up continued until the study was completed in December 2019, based
on the final subject visit.
Following enrollment, subjects were implanted with an
EMBLEM (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA) model A209
(Generation [Gen] 2) or A219 (Gen 3) S-ICD. The difference
between these devices on discrimination is that Gen 3 devices
have the SMART Pass filter, which is automatically enabled at
device implant. In the older Gen 2 devices, this filter could be
added as an upgrade once it was released—April 14, 2016, in
Europe and August 8, 2016, in the United States. The optimal
sensing vector was automatically selected at implantation, per
standard device programming, but it could be manually overridden. Devices were programmed per protocol with a conditional zone, between 200 and 250 beats per minute (bpm),
so that discrimination algorithms are used to avoid delivering
IAS when the arrhythmia instantaneous rate is in this range,
and arrhythmias are considered shockable based on rate alone
when the instantaneous rate is >250 bpm.

Study Population
The study recruited primary prevention patients with an LVEF
≤35% (ischemic or nonischemic heart disease) eligible for S-ICD
therapy (based on S-ICD screening requirements done per standard of care), who were intending to undergo a de novo S-ICD
implant procedure. S-ICD screening during exercise was not
required by the protocol. Patients were excluded from the study if
they had a pacing indication for bradycardia or cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), as determined by the investigator; history
of sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation;
New York Heart Association classification IV; or life expectancy
shorter than 18 months, or met other exclusionary criteria.17,18

End Points
The primary end point for the study was the IAS-free rate at
540 days (18 months) compared with a performance goal of
91.6%. To compare across studies, results are also reported at
times as the IAS rate—the complement of the IAS-free rate.
Development of the performance goal, based on the results of
patients with an ICD in treatment arms B and C of the MADIT-RIT
(Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial–Reduce
Inappropriate Therapy) TV-ICD programming study, has been
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728
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Basic characteristics were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
Continuous variables were summarized by the number of
patients and mean±SD. Categorical variables were summarized
by frequencies and percentages of patients in each category.
Variables were compared using a pooled t test, ANOVA, KruskalWallis, Cochran-Armitage Trend, or χ2 test when appropriate.
As it was anticipated that the outcomes may differ for
patients with permanent atrial fibrillation (AF),17 who were
excluded from MADIT-RIT,10 a prespecified pooling analysis was
performed using a likelihood ratio test from a logistic regression model. The logistic regression model included additional
baseline covariates to attempt to adjust for any imbalances
between baseline data. The following baseline covariates were
considered: age, sex, race, LVEF, New York Heart Association
classification, medications, arrhythmia history, associated diseases/risk factors, height, weight, and geography. The justification for pooling the data for permanent atrial fibrillation
subjects was confirmed for all end points if the P value for the
permanent AF subgroup remained nonsignificant (α=15%)
after adjusting for significant baseline covariates.
The analyses for the primary and secondary effectiveness end
points were conducted using 2 types of Kaplan-Meier analyses:

• Intent-to-treat—Analysis of the time from implant
until the occurrence of the event. Data from any
subjects who were event-free were right-censored
on the date of study exit. Main study results are
reported as intent-to-treat analysis.
• Per protocol—Additional subjects who were eventfree were right-censored as follows:
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728

○

○

At the time of reprogramming if device programming deviated from the protocol-required programming (conditional zone cutoff not set to 200 bpm,
shock zone cutoff not set to 250 bpm, or device
turned off for more than 24 consecutive hours), or
At the time when the initial implanted device
was taken out of service, if the patients experienced a device replacement.

The 1-sided 95% lower confidence limit (LCL) was calculated
using the log-log methodology for each end point. If the LCL
did not exceed the performance goal for the primary and secondary end points, then the null hypothesis was rejected, and
the end point was deemed successful. Cumulative incidence
outcomes were compared using the log-rank test.
Univariable and multivariable proportional hazard analysis
models were fit for the primary and secondary effectiveness end
points, as well as complications over 18 months. For the multivariable modeling, backward model selection was used (α=20%).
Compliance to the protocol-required programming was modeled
as a time-varying covariate, to account for programming changes
during the study. The proportional hazard assumption was verified graphically using Schoenfeld residuals. For the remaining
covariates, the proportional hazard assumption was assessed both
graphically and by the P value from the Kolmogorov-type supremum test based on a sample of 1000 simulated residual patterns.
Frailty analysis was performed for study sites. When frailty analysis
converged (IAS and complications), the proportional hazard analysis models were adjusted for study site as a random effect.
Tipping point analysis was performed for all trial end points
to determine whether the results were sensitive to incomplete
data from the subject population. The tipping points were
found to identify the number of additional end point failures
necessary to not meet the performance goal. The P value for
the tipping point was calculated by determining the probability of being at the tipping point or beyond, given the rate
from the nonmissing subjects. All statistical analyses were
performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
Study Population and Procedural
Characteristics
A device implant was attempted in 1116 patients, and
1111 patients were included in postimplant follow-up
analysis, including 808 patients (72.4%) from the United
States. Four patients were not implanted with the device
because of conversion testing failure at implant as previously reported.18 One patient was co-enrolled in a conflicting study and was thus withdrawn from the UNTOUCHED
study. Over the course of the study, 67 patients (6.0%)
were lost to follow-up. Patient characteristics are shown
in Table 1. The trial cohort was typical of a primary prevention population with the exception that patients were
younger.18 A total of 142 patients had AF, with 83 patients
having paroxysmal, 35 persistent, and 24 permanent AF.
Baseline medical therapy included β-blockers in 95% of
subjects and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors/
angiotensin II receptor blockers in 75%.
January 5, 2021
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detailed previously.17 MADIT-RIT treatment arm A was the control group in that trial. Lower rates of inappropriate therapies
were observed in arms B and C, which used higher rate cutoffs
or longer detection duration. Such programming is now part
of the standard of care for TV devices and more closely aligned
with programming in UNTOUCHED (see Gold et al,17 Table IV).
Of note, patients with CRT implants in MADIT-RIT arms B and
C were excluded from the calculation of the performance goal,
because CRT was an exclusion criterion for UNTOUCHED. It
is also noteworthy that patients with CRT in MADIT-RIT had a
lower risk of inappropriate therapy than those with an ICD.19
All episodes were required to be collected. A clinical events
committee, made up of 3 physicians (independent from the
study), reviewed shock appropriateness for each treated episode. The primary end point results are based on the clinical
events committee’s adjudication. The more detailed subclassification for reason for IAS was completed by an independent clinical research organization consultant and the Boston Scientific
Medical Safety Team.
Secondary end points tested against predefined performance goals determined in a similar manner as the primary
performance goal included freedom from all-cause shock at
18 months, with the performance goal derived from ICD-only
patients in MADIT-RIT arms B and C and freedom from system- and procedure-related complications at 30 days,18 with
the performance goal derived from the complication rates
observed in previous S-ICD studies.
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Procedural characteristics are provided in Table 2. Per
protocol, all patients underwent S-ICD ECG screening
and passed in at least 1 of 3 vectors before device implantation and enrollment, with 27.5% screened using
the Automated Screening Tool as it became available.
Most patients (86.6%) passed ECG screening in >1
sense vector. On device programming, 98.3% of patients were initially programmed to the prescribed 200
bpm/250 bpm conditional/shock zone programming,
and 96.4% of the patient cohort adhered to the prescribed programming throughout the study. Aftershock
pacing was activated after implant in 83.7% of subjects. The vector selection method was automatically
chosen by the device algorithm in 891/931 (95.7%) patients. The sense vector was programmed to the primary, secondary, and alternate vector in 56.7%, 35.1%,
and 8.3% of patients, respectively. Follow-up duration
across the population was 17.3±4.3 months.
Pooling analysis results showed that permanent AF
was not a significant predictor for any end point (Table
Table 1.

UNTOUCHED Patient Characteristics

Variable

(N=) mean± standard
deviation, or n/N (percent)

Patient characteristics

Downloaded from http://ahajournals.org by on February 2, 2021

 Age, y

(N=1116) 55.8±12.4

 Women, N (%)

286/1116 (25.6)

 Black, N (%)

239/1020 (23.4)

 Height, in

(N=1095) 67.9±4.3

 BMI, kg/m2

(N=1093) 30.2±7.3

 Previous MI, N (%)

453/1099 (41.2)

 Previous valve surgery

36/1114 (3.2)

 History of AF, N (%)

142/1116 (12.7)

 Ischemic cause, N (%)

570/1065 (53.5)

 LVEF, %

(N=1116) 26.4±5.8

 NYHA class II/III, N (%)

888/1013 (87.7)

 High blood pressure, N (%)

787/1116 (70.5)

 Diabetes, N (%)

364/1116 (32.6)

 Kidney disease, N (%)

160/1116 (14.3)

Baseline medical therapy
 ACE inhibitor/ATII inhibitor, N (%)

838/1116 (75.1)

 Antiarrhythmic, N (%)

81/1116 (7.3)

 Anticoagulant, N (%)

229/1116 (20.5)

 Antiplatelet, N (%)

647/1116 (58.0)

 Aldosterone antagonist, N (%)

357/1116 (32.0)

 β-Blocker, N (%)

1055/1116 (94.5)

 Digitalis, N (%)

73/1116 (6.5)

 Diuretic, N (%)

789/1116 (70.7)

 Statin, N (%)

727/1116 (65.1)

Continuous variables are presented at (N=) mean±SD, categorical as frequency
n/N (%). ACE indicates angiotensin converting enzyme; AF, atrial fibrillation; ATII,
angiotensin II; BMI, body mass index; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; MI,
myocardial infarction; and NYHA, New York Heart Association.
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Table 2. Procedural Characteristics
Variable

(N=) mean± standard
deviation, or n/N (percent)

Procedural characteristics
 S-ICD screening performed

1111/1111 (100.0)

 S-ICD screening performed using AST

305/1110 (27.5)

 >1 passing vector at screening

705/814 (86.6)

 Initial device at implant

1104/1110 (99.5)

 2-Incision technique

769/1111 (69.2)

 Procedure duration, min

(N=1094) 57.9±27.0

 Gen 3 device with SMART Pass filter

671/1111 (60.4)

 DFT performed within first 30 days

911/1111 (82.0)

Adherence to prescribed programming
 At predischarge

1064/1082 (98.3)

 Throughout the study

1071/1111 (96.4)

Continuous variables are presented as (N=) mean±SD, categorical as
frequency n/N (%). AST indicates automated screening tool; DFT, defibrillation
testing; Gen 3, Generation 3 device; and S-ICD, subcutaneous implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator.

I in the Data Supplement). Patients with permanent AF
were pooled with the rest of the population for each end
point analysis and included as part of the AF subgroup.

Primary End Point: IAS-Free Rate
The IAS-free time course is presented in Figure 1. At 18
months, the IAS-free rate is 95.9% with an LCL of 94.8%,
meeting the performance goal of 91.6%. Univariable
and multivariable predictors of IAS are shown in Figure 2.
Patients with a history of AF (paroxysmal, persistent, or
permanent) and nonischemic cause had a higher risk of
IAS in the multivariable model (P=0.0003 and 0.019, respectively), as well as patients with lower LVEF (P=0.042;
Figure 2B). Overall, 8.5% of patients with a history of AF
received an IAS, with IAS rates higher for patients with
paroxysmal (9.6%) or persistent (8.6%) AF compared with
permanent AF (4.2%), although these differences were
not statistically significant (P=0.67 and 0.89, respectively). Procedural factors that were multivariable predictors
of reduced IAS were the use of the 3-incision technique
(P=0.011) for device implant and the implantation of a
third-generation S-ICD (Gen 3; P=0.031), which had IAS
rates of 2.9% (95% upper confidence limit [UCL], 4.4%)
for Gen 3 versus 6.0% (UCL, 8.5%) for Gen 2 devices
(Figure I in the Data Supplement). Procedural factors, such
as whether defibrillation testing was performed within the
first 30 days, or if screening passed on >1 vector, were
not significant predictors of IAS. Screening using the
Automated Screening Tool was a significant univariable
predictor (P=0.046) but not in the multivariable model.
Adherence to prescribed programming trended toward
predicting fewer IAS in the multivariate analysis (P=0.078).
In post hoc analysis, patients with both prescribed programming and Gen 3 devices (n=652) had a remarkably
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728
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low IAS rate of 2.2% (UCL, 3.2%) at 18 months. Furthermore, the 1-year IAS rate for the entire UNTOUCHED
patient population was 3.1% (Figure 1), with a rate of
2.4% for patients with Gen 3 devices and 4.1% with
Gen 2 devices (Figure I in the Data Supplement).
The etiologies of IAS are summarized in Table 3. Patients receiving a shock for cardiac oversensing included
18 (1.6%) because of T-waves, 4 (0.4%) because of oversensing during a VT/ventricular fibrillation arrhythmia below the rate zone (2 because of double-counting QRS and
2 because of oversensed T-waves), and 10 (0.9%) because
of other sources of cardiac oversensing. Sixteen patients
(1.4%) received shocks for noncardiac oversensing: 2 patients (0.2%) were shocked because of sensing myopotentials, and 14 patients (1.3%) were shocked from other
sources of noncardiac oversensing, including electromagnetic interference. No patients received IAS because of
discrimination errors or supraventricular tachycardias with
rates above the discrimination zone. For patients with Gen
3 devices, despite the low rate of IAS overall, T-wave oversensing remains the most common cause (1.6%).
Post hoc analysis showed that neither the overall IAS
rates nor the rates of IAS because of T-wave oversensing differed significantly between sense vectors (P=0.81
and P=0.64, respectively). Further post hoc analysis
showed that the IAS rates were 4.4%, 1.1%, and 1.2%
for patients who passed 1, 2, and 3 vectors, respectively,
and that this difference was not statistically significant
(P=0.07). Kaplan-Meier IAS rates at 18 months for patients implanted with the 2- versus 3-incision technique
were 4.9% (UCL, 6.6%) versus 2.5% (UCL, 4.4%), respectively (Figure II in the Data Supplement). Of the 35
patients with the 2-incision technique, 28 (80%) had IAS
later than 30 days after implant. The only cases of IAS
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728

caused by myopotential were experienced by 2 patients
implanted using the 2-incision technique (Table 3).
Of the 45 patients who received an IAS, device reprogramming was the corrective action in 26 patients (57.7%),
whereas 3 patients (6.7%; Table 4) underwent a device explant with a subsequent TV-ICD. Four patients experienced
3 or more IAS episodes within 24 hours: 1 because of oversensing of VT below the rate zone, 2 because of T-wave
oversensing, and 1 because of other cardiac oversensing.

All-Cause Shocks and Appropriate Shocks
The freedom from all-cause shock rate was 90.6%, with a
LCL of 89.0%, meeting the performance goal set to 85.8%
(P<0.0001; Figure 3). Significant predictors of all-cause shock
were a history of AF and lower LVEF (P=0.009 and P=0.008,
respectively; both variables satisfied the proportional hazards assumption; n=1110). The appropriate shock-free rate
over 18 months was 94.3%, with a LCL of 93.0%.
A total of 58 patients experienced 64 discrete appropriate shock episodes. The first shock success rate for these
episodes was 93.8%, and the final shock success rate was
98.4% (63/64). The 1 conversion failure was a monomorphic VT (MVT) at a rate of about 200 bpm whose rate
decreased below the programmed zone (200 bpm) after
delivery of 1 shock, which inhibited further therapy. The
episode resolved spontaneously. This episode took place
while the patient was exercising; she experienced lightheadedness but no syncope, and the patient was managed by medication adjustment alone. A total of 36 subjects experienced 42 discrete MVTs: 1 patient had an MVT
of 170 bpm, 20 patients had 25 MVTs 200 to 230 bpm,
and 15 patients had 16 MVTs >230 bpm.
Seven subjects experienced 58 episodes that took
place in 9 storm events. The final conversation rate for
January 5, 2021
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Figure 1. Inappropriate shock (IAS)-free
rate.
Kaplan-Meier curve illustrating primary end
point result: freedom from IAS at 18 months,
compared with a performance goal of 91.6%.
Performance goal was derived from the ICDonly inappropriate shock free rate of 94.6%
found in MADIT-RIT trial (Multicenter Automatic
Defibrillator Implantation Trial–Reduce Inappropriate Therapy) arms B (high rate) and C (long
duration).17 IAS-free rates as well as IAS rates
are provided at 180, 360, and 540 days. ICD
indicates implantable cardioverter-defibrillator;
and LCL, lower confidence limit.
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B

Figure 2. Predictors of inappropriate shocks (IAS) based on hazard analysis.
A, Univariable model. All variables passed the test for proportional hazards. B, Multivariable model. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; BMI, body mass index; DFT,
defibrillation testing; Gen 3, Generation 3 device; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; and NYHA, New York Heart Association. *Continuous variable. †Satisfied
the proportional hazard assumption. Entries in bold indicate predictors with P<0.05.

VT storms was 100%. None of these patients experienced a pause greater than 2 s before arrhythmia onset.

Complications and Survival
All 1116 patients were included in complications
end point analysis. Figure 4 shows the Kaplan-Meier
12
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complication-free rate out to 18 months (540 days),
as well as the UNTOUCHED study end point results
related to complications. The complication-free rate
at 18 months was 92.7% (LCL, 91.2%). The only significant multivariable predictor of increased complications was implant procedure time (P=0.0051; Figure III
in the Data Supplement). Post hoc analysis indicated
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728
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Table 4. Reasons for Device Explant/Inactivation

Cause of Inappropriate Shock

Subjects
IAS category

Episodes

n (% of 1111)

Cardiac

70

30 (2.7)

 T-wave oversensing

35

18 (1.6)

 Other cardiac oversensing

14

10 (0.9)

 Oversensing of VT/VF below rate zone

21

4 (0.4)

  Noncardiac

17

16 (1.4)

  Myopotential

3

2 (0.2)

 Other noncardiac oversensing

14

14 (1.3)

  SVT

0

0 (0)

 Discrimination error

0

0 (0)

 SVT above discrimination zone

0

0 (0)

  Other

1

1 (0.1)

  Total

88

45 (4.1)

IAS indicates inappropriate shock; SVT, supraventricular tachycardia; VF,
ventricular fibrillation; and VT, ventricular tachycardia.
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that complications other than infection were related
to longer procedure times (69.3±38.8, n=69 versus
47.5±22.4, n=12; P=0.04), but procedure times for
patients with infection did not differ significantly from
procedure times for patients with no complications
(P=0.14).
A summary of all 83 complications reported in the
study is provided in Table II in the Data Supplement.
Infection leading to device explant occurred in 12 patients (1.1%), with 8 of these patients experiencing an
infection in the first 30 days. No patient had systemic
infection with bacteremia. There were 10 patients
(0.9%) who experienced syncope during the trial.
Only 1 of these patients experienced syncope associated with a tachyarrhythmia. This patient had a MVT
arrhythmia at a rate of ≈160 bpm that spontaneously
terminated, with no change in patient management
subsequent to the event.
A total of 94 patients had their S-ICD explanted or
inactivated over the course of the study (Table 4). A majority of the devices were explanted or inactivated (58)
because of death, organ transplant, left ventricular assist device implant, or palliative/hospice care. Explants
for the purpose of providing pacing therapy with a TVICD included 2 for the need for ATP, 2 for the need for
CRT pacing, and none for bradycardia pacing.
The overall survival rate of the UNTOUCHED study
was 94.9%, LCL 93.7% at 18 months, with 57 deaths
reported in the study. The 1-year survival rate was
96.7%. The cause of death for these patients is summarized in Table III in the Data Supplement. Two deaths
were identified as arrhythmic in their cause, with the
underlying arrhythmias identified as asystole in both
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728

Reason for device explant/inactivation

Number of patients

Death, organ transplant, LVAD implant, or
palliative/hospice care

58

 Subject death

49

 Target organ transplant

4

 Hospice care

3

 Palliative care

1

 LVAD placed

1

Pacing need

4

 Upgraded to CRT

2

 Required ATP

2

 Required Brady pacing

0

Postoperative healing/infection

17

 Infection

12

 Discomfort

3

 Erosion

2

Other

15

 Elective decision

5

 Premature battery depletion

2

 Suspected device malfunction

3

 Inappropriate shocks

3

 Failed conversion testing at implant/
predischarge

1

 Migration/displacement

1

Grand total

94

CRT indicates cardiac resynchronization therapy; and LVAD, left ventricular
assist device.

cases. No tachycardia events were recorded or treated
for either episode.

Sensitivity and Per-Protocol Analyses
Tipping point analysis results are shown in Table IV in
the Data Supplement. For all end points, the probability
that the end point would not be met with complete
data from all patients, given the event-free rates among
subjects with complete data, is <1 in 10 000. Results are
presented throughout this article using intent-to-treat
analysis. Per-protocol analysis also met performance
goals with P values <0.0001.

DISCUSSION
The UNTOUCHED study was a large, multinational, prospective trial designed to assess the performance of the
S-ICD in primary prevention patients with a low LVEF
and New York Heart Association II/III heart failure or coronary artery disease. This is the most common indication
for ICD implantation in North America and Europe. This
study includes the “sickest” S-ICD population studied
January 5, 2021
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Figure 3. All-cause shock-free rate.
Kaplan-Meier curve illustrating secondary end
point result: freedom from all-cause shock at 18
months, compared with a performance goal of
85.8%. Performance goal was derived from the
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator–only allcause shock-free rate found in MADIT-RIT trial
(Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial–Reduce Inappropriate Therapy) arms B
(high rate) and C (long duration). LCL indicates
lower confidence limit.
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to date, and it serves as a counterpoint to the noted
limitation that previous S-ICD studies included relatively
healthier patients. Specifically, previous S-ICD studies included younger patients with fewer comorbidities and
better cardiovascular function compared with cohorts
receiving TV devices. In addition, this is the first S-ICD
trial to evaluate standardized programming to evaluate
rhythm discrimination to high rates (250 bpm) using
contemporary electrogram filtering and algorithms.
We report 5 major findings. First, the IAS rate was
only 4.1% at 18 months, meeting the performance
goal of 8.4%, which was based on the IAS rate of
5.4% observed in the ICD cohort of MADIT-RIT arms B
and C17 (Figure 1). The IAS rate was lower than in any
previously reported prospective, multicenter trial of the
S-ICD, despite a cohort with more left ventricular dysfunction and heart failure.13,15,20 Second, the appropriate shock rate was low, with a high defibrillation success similar to that reported with TV-ICD trials.1,21 This
was noted for both discrete episodes and for episodes
of VT storm. Third, complication rates remain low, despite enrolling a sicker population than previously studied. No lead failures occurred, and only 12 infections
were observed (1.1%). None of these infections resulted in bacteremia, which reinforces a key advantage
of the S-ICD over TV-ICDs in this high-risk population.
Fourth, replacement of the S-ICD with a TV system for
pacing indications (bradycardia, tachycardia, or resynchronization therapy) occurred in <0.5% in a cohort
with almost 90% having symptomatic heart failure and
more than half having coronary artery disease. This indicates that the need to include standard pacing options in appropriately selected primary prevention patients is low, although serial ECGs to screen for CRT
indications or bradycardia were not mandated in this
study. Fifth, syncope was infrequent (0.9% of patients)
14
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and occurred in only 1 patient experiencing a concurrent tachycardia episode, despite high rate cutoffs and
the longer time to therapy of this device. However, the
S-ICD does not record bradyarrhythmic episodes and
does not provide backup bradycardia pacing. Consequently, we cannot fully exclude that none of the 9
syncopal episodes unrelated to a recorded tachyarrhythmia were related to bradycardia, although none
of these patients subsequently received a device with
pacing therapy.
Early studies of the S-ICD in Europe and the United
States, such as the EFFORTLESS (Evaluation of Factors Impacting Clinical Outcome and Cost Effectiveness of the
S-ICD)13,14 and IDE (investigational device exemption)15
studies, showed the effectiveness of the first-generation
S-ICD, but the populations enrolled were atypical of
most contemporary ICD cohorts with younger age, better preserved left ventricular function, more frequent primary electric disease, and fewer comorbidities. IAS rates
were relatively high (1-year rates were 13.1% for IDE15
and 8.1% for EFFORTLESS13), which was largely because
of oversensing rather than rhythm discrimination errors.
The IAS rate was found to be significantly lower in the
primary vector in the EFFORTLESS registry,22 whereas the
programmed sensing vector did not impact IAS in UNTOUCHED. This observation may be a result of the much
lower rate of IAS in UNTOUCHED. Subsequently, the US
postapproval study was the largest prospective study of
the S-ICD to date and enrolled a cohort more typical of
TV-ICD studies. Implant success rate was high and complication rates remain low in that cohort.23 The 1-year
IAS rate in this trial was 6.8%. The UNTOUCHED study
enrolled a population with a still lower ejection fraction
and with a higher incidence of heart failure than the
postapproval study, yet IAS rates in UNTOUCHED were
the lowest of any of the previous multicenter S-ICD trials.
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728
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Figure 4. Complication-free rate.
Kaplan-Meier curve illustrating freedom from complications at 30 days (secondary end point; previously reported18) and at 18 months. LCL indicates lower confidence limit; and N/A, not applicable.
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Improvements in S-ICD device technology have reduced
the IAS rate over time.15,24,25 The latest improvement, added to the Gen 3 device, was the SMART Pass filter and
has been shown to reduce 1-year IAS rates by 50% in a
real-world population.25 This is similar to the present study,
which showed a 53% reduction of IAS with Gen 3 devices.
Both compliance to protocol programming and implanting Gen 3 devices with the SMART Pass technology
were associated with lower rates of IAS. This strongly
supports the concept that both programming high rate
cutoffs for discrimination and improved filtering and discrimination algorithms contributed to the low incidence
of IAS. Indeed, the IAS rate observed in UNTOUCHED
is lower than the rate previously reported with SMART
Pass technology in a study that did not prescribe programming.25 The present study suggests similar or
lower rates of IAS compared with studies of TV-ICDs
with contemporary programming and discrimination algorithms. A meta-analysis reported an annualized IAS
rate of 6.4% for single-chamber and S-ICD devices.26
Furthermore, in a TV-ICD cohort, ADVANCE III (Avoid
Delivering Therapies for Non-Sustained Arrhythmias in
ICD Patients III) reported 5.8% and 4.8% 1-year rates of
IAS in the standard and long detection arms, respectively,7 and MADIT-RIT reported a 5.0% 1-year rate across
all study arms.19 In UNTOUCHED, the 1-year rate of IAS
was 3.1%, which was further reduced to 2.4% with
the Gen 3 devices. In ADVANCE III, MADIT-RIT, and UNTOUCHED, there also appears to be a reduction of appropriate shocks with programing high detection rates
Circulation. 2021;143:7–17. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.120.048728

and prolonged detection, supporting the importance of
preventing unnecessary appropriate shocks as well.
The all-cause mortality in this study was 3.3% at 12
months. This is a low mortality rate for a primary prevention study of subjects with a reduced LVEF.1–4 It is noteworthy that the 2 episodes of arrhythmia death were
secondary to asystole. No electrograms are available to
characterize the rhythm or heart rate preceding asystole.
However, this is an arrhythmia that is often observed with
sudden cardiac death in patients with heart failure with a
reduced ejection fraction. It appears unlikely that this is
preventable with pacing therapy,27 although we cannot
exclude that backup pacing may have been helpful.
One unexpected finding from this study was the association of the 2-incision technique with a higher rate of IAS.
This approach shortens procedural time, does not increase
implantation complications, and is rapidly growing in
use.18,23,28 The IAS rate using the 2-incision technique was
still low enough to meet the study’s performance requirement. Although early postimplant IAS has been reported
with the 2-incision technique, presumably because of air
along the electrode tract,29 other mechanisms to explain
the higher rate of IAS associated with eliminating the sternal incision are likely involved. Theoretically, the 2-incision
technique may result in less than ideal lead placement or
higher risks of lead displacement or migration over time.
Although chest radiographs were not included in this
study’s data collection to evaluate lead displacement or
migration directly, the only cases of IAS caused by myopotentials were from patients implanted using the 2-incision
January 5, 2021
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technique, suggesting distal electrode migration toward
the pectoral muscle. Further confirmation from other
studies is needed to determine if this finding is reproducible and, if so, to help provide insights on the mechanism
of effect. At this time, implanters should take this finding
into consideration when planning an implant strategy.
This study should be interpreted in light of certain
methodologic limitations. First, this was a nonrandomized trial, so direct comparisons with TV devices should be
made cautiously. The PRAETORIAN study (A Prospective,
Randomized Comparison of Subcutaneous and Transvenous Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator Therapy) is
the first randomized trial of these 2 ICD device types, although mostly older generation devices were used in that
study.30 The ATLAS study (Avoid Transvenous Leads in
Appropriate Subjects) is a more recently conducted randomized trial, primarily evaluating early complications.31
Second, the duration of the study was 18 months, so the
longer-term trends in IAS cannot be ascertained. More
long-term rates of IAS will be assessed further in the
planned 5-year follow-up of the EFFORTLESS and postapproval study trials.13,14,23 Third, the pulse generator implant location was not used as a variable in the predictor
models, as there was not consensus on the definitions
of location (eg, subcutaneous, intermuscular). Fourth, the
study included only primary prevention patients, so these
results should not be extrapolated to secondary prevention patients without further confirmation.
In summary, the results of the UNTOUCHED study
showed low complications rates, high success rates for
termination of ventricular arrhythmias, and low IAS rates
without compromising patient safety. These data indicate
that the S-ICD can be considered in all primary prevention patients without pacing indications regardless of underlying heart disease or left ventricular function. Moreover, the device programming used in this study should
be adopted routinely to avoid unnecessary shocks.
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